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ABSTRACT 
Nanoindentation Techniques for the Evaluation of Silicon Nitride Thin Films 
Weston Thomas Mangin 
 
Silicon nitride thin films are of interest in the biomedical engineering field due to their 
biocompatibility and favorable tribological properties. Evaluation and understanding of 
the properties of these films under diverse loading and failure conditions is a necessary 
prerequisite to their use in biomedical devices. Three wafers of silicon nitride-coated 
silicon were obtained from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and used to create 
96 samples. Samples were subjected to nanoindentation testing to evaluate the 
mechanical properties of the film. Samples were subjected to nanoimpact testing to 
compare the damage resistance of the film to separate nanoimpact types. Samples were 
subjected to nanoscratch testing to evaluate the consistency of the critical load of the 
film. Results showed that there were no significant differences in the mechanical 
properties of the film across the tested groups. There was a significant difference 
observed in the rate of damage to the film between pendulum oscillation nanoimpact 
testing and sample oscillation nanoimpact testing, with the former causing more damage 
with all experiment variables controlled for. Results showed that the critical load measure 
for the film was significantly different between different nanoscratch test parameters. The 
conclusions from this study will support future work for in vitro and in vivo testing of 
ceramic thin films for biomedical applications. 
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1.0 Introduction and Background 
 
1.1 Silicon Nitride and Silicon Nitride Coatings 
 
Silicon nitride is a ceramic material with the formula Si3N4. In most applications, it is 
used for either its very high resistance to wear, ability to hold up under very high 
temperatures, or both. Bulk silicon nitride is generally reported as having a Young’s 
modulus near 300 GPa and a Vickers hardness of at least 12 GPa [1]. These properties 
are part of the reason that the compound is highly resistant to wear, but this ceramic has 
additional advantages. The crystal structure of silicon nitride is very important as well: it 
tends to form highly acicular grains (Fig. 1.1) [2].  
 
 
Figure 1.1: Scanning electron microscopy images of 
silicon nitride grains (d) showing the acicular grain 
formation. [1] 
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The acicular grain structure offers superior resistance to crack propagation through the 
silicon nitride film [2]. With additional processing performed on the material, a vitreous 
phase can form between the grains that toughens it further, allowing for fracture 
toughness values as high as 10 MPa m1/2 [3]. When a crack begins to propagate through a 
silicon nitride structure, the combination of the acicular grains and the vitreous inter-
grain phase force the crack to take a tortuous path, dissipating far more energy as the 
crack grows than would be necessary in a typical ceramic material [1]. 
 
 
Figure 1.2: An example of the fracture path through a material with a more 
typical grain structure (a) and through the acicular grain structure of silicon 
nitride (b). [1] 
 
It has been shown [4] that the behavior of crack propagation in ceramic materials is a key 
factor in the overall strength of the material; the unique advantages of silicon nitride in 
this regard make it an attractive material for many novel devices. 
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1.2 Silicon nitride film applications 
 
The proposed applications for silicon nitride in the wider field of engineering run the 
gamut, with proposals for its use in combustion engines dating back to 1999 [5]. With the 
development of micro-electronic mechanical systems, or MEMS, considerable interest 
has generated around using silicon nitride in these systems as well [6] and [7]. The use of 
the nitride has even found interest in such unlikely places as in battery technology, where 
it also appears as a thin coating [8]. 
 
In the field of biomedical engineering specifically, silicon nitride finds a great deal of 
interest. One popular area for proposed uses of silicon nitride is in the construction of 
orthopedic implants, particularly the articulating surfaces that would normally be subject 
to a great deal of wear in vivo. Concepts for articulating surfaces that would create low 
volumetric wear led to the creation and manufacture of metal-on-metal bearing surfaces, 
but a higher-than-expected occurrence of early failure in these implants was traced back 
to an accumulation of metallic wear debris [9] and [10]. The cytotoxicity of fine debris 
from articulating cobalt-chrome surfaces has been demonstrated in vitro [9]. Similar 
effects have also been tested for titanium wear debris [11]. In both cases, cell lines 
exposed to the metal debris increased their production of hypoxia-inducible factor 1, a 
precursor to vascular endothelial growth factor, which has been implicated in aseptic 
loosening of orthopedic implants [10].  
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With demonstrated detrimental effects from the two most popular orthopedic implant 
construction materials, researchers interested in minimizing volumetric wear debris have 
examined silicon nitride for use in this capacity. [12-17]. Neumann et al. demonstrated 
that silicon nitride is a comparable growth surface to commonly used titanium alloys, in 
terms of cytotoxicity, cell viability, and cell morphology [12]. Silicon nitride has been 
reported to possess an antibacterial or bacteriostatic effect, an additional deterrent to 
implant failure when it is included [16]. When comparing the efficacy of the material as a 
bearing surface to the metals typically employed in this capacity, silicon nitride has clear 
advantages: the wear rate of articulating silicon nitride coatings can be as low as 1.3×10−7 
mm3/Nm [14]. Silicon nitride coatings in orthopedic implants may even find use with 
the traditional ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene bearing surface; besides 
reducing the volume and the toxicity of the wear debris, the silicon-nitride coating 
reduces the friction coefficient between the articulating surfaces by as much as one-half 
when compared to an uncoated cobalt-chrome bearing surface [17]. For these reasons, the 
use of silicon nitride as a thin coating in implant bearing surfaces is likely to come into 
effect. 
 
1.3 Nanoindentation Theory 
 
Nanoindentation has become the preferred method for testing the mechanical properties 
of a thin film. The larger-scale method of microindentation was largely surpassed when 
the depth of the probe could be measured directly, allowing the contact area to be 
indirectly measured even for very small contact areas. The use of small-scale 
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indentations, both in terms of absolute size as well as in magnitude of applied force, 
allows for precise measurement of very small samples. Nanoindentation produces a 
loading/unloading curve, where the force applied via the indenter is measured against the 
depth of the indentation. Because the geometry of the indenter tips used in 
nanoindentation is known and precise, the depth measurement is sufficient to calculate 
the total contact area at every stage of the indentation process. The nanoindentation 
process produces a standard loading-unloading curve that reveals the combination of 
elastic and plastic processes during an indent. In particular, the initial portion of the 
unloading curve is recorded while the material is still in its elastic rebound phase. 
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Figure 1.3: An idealized nanoindentation loading-unloading curve. [18] 
 
Interpretations of this curve and the measurements derived from depth-sensing 
instrumentation have been the subject of much research, but the work by Oliver and Pharr 
has become the standard in the field [18-21]. Oliver and Pharr’s model gives the 
unloading curve measured during indentation as a power-law function of the following 
form: [18] 
 
 𝑃 = 𝑙(ℎ − ℎ!)! [1] 
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Where P is the load in mN, h is the instantaneous indentation displacement in nm, hf is 
the final indentation displacement in nm, and both l and m are dimensionless fitting 
parameters.  
 
The slope of this section of the curve is the contact stiffness of the material, S. This value 
can be represented as the rate of change of loading over the rate of change of the depth, 
which can be related to the contact area and reduced modulus as follows: [18] 
 
 
𝑆 = 𝑑𝑃𝑑ℎ = 2π𝐸! 𝐴 
 
[2] 
 
The measured reduced modulus is an indirect measurement of the actual sample modulus 
being indented. The reduced modulus is a result of the indenter itself not being perfectly 
rigid: the use of diamond indenters minimizes this effect, but it still needs to be accounted 
for. The reduced modulus is related to the actual sample modulus via the following 
expression: [18] 
  1𝐸! = 1− 𝛎!𝐸 + 1− 𝛎!!𝐸!  
 
[3] 
 
Where νi  and Ei refer to the Poisson’s ratio and the elastic modulus of the indenter. Using 
this expression, it is possible to determine the modulus encountered with a specific 
specimen as long as the Poisson’s ratio of the specimen is known. 
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1.4 Nanoimpact Theory 
 
A nanoimpact test is essentially a nanoindentation test taking place at comparatively high 
speed, repetitively and at a constant frequency, for a given period of time. The same load 
is applied by each iteration of the test, so the displayed result will be the change in the 
depth of the material over the time of the nanoimpact test. This result allows the rate of 
damage, or the rate of change of depth in the material, to be derived from the recorded 
data. There are two types of nanoimpact test: the pendulum oscillation test, sometimes 
called multiple impulse; and the sample oscillation test, sometimes simply called impact. 
The pendulum oscillation test moves the indenter in order to create an impact, while the 
sample remains stationary. The sample oscillation test moves the sample, while the 
indenter remains stationary. 
 
1.5 Nanoscratch Theory 
 
A nanoscratch test (sometimes referred to as a scanning test) can be thought of as 
combining the actions of an indentation and a cut through the material in question. The 
test is carried out using a probe attached to a highly sensitive friction transducer. The 
stress experienced by the probe tip has two components: the ploughing stress and the 
shear stress.  Ploughing stress is a measure of the transverse stress on the probe tip caused 
by its motion through the coating, while the shear stress is the stress caused by the 
contact of the probe tip. 
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The work of adhesion of a thin film over a substrate can be found via the following 
relationship [22]: 
 
  
𝑊 = 12 𝑡 𝛔!𝐸!  
 
[4] 
 
Where t is the film thickness and Ec is the Young’s modulus of the coating.  
 
The Burnett and Rickerby model describes the effects of the ploughing stress and the 
shear stress on the measured friction force as shown below [23]: 
 
  𝐹 = 𝐴!𝛔! + 𝐴!𝛕 
 
[5] 
 
Where A1 is the cross-sectional area of the track and A2 is the cross-sectional contact 
area. Because A2 is much larger than A1, ploughing stress contributes most to coating 
failure, and the shear stress term can be ignored when calculating critical load [24]. If the 
shear stress term is ignored, the ploughing stress can be found from the measured friction 
force via the relation given below: 
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𝜎! = 𝐹𝐴! 
 
[6] 
Using that expression, the final Burnett and Rickerby model is derived [23]: 
  
𝐿! = 𝛑𝑑!!8 (2𝐸𝑊𝑡 )!! 
 
[7] 
where dc is the track width and the diameter of the contact area, t is the coating thickness, 
and E is the coating’s Young’s Modulus. 
 
In a 1988 paper, Bull et al suggested a refinement of that model with added terms for the 
friction coefficient and Poisson’s ratio of the coating that appears as follows [25]: 
 
  
𝐿! = 𝐴!𝛎𝛍! (2𝐸𝑊𝑡 )!! 
 
[8] 
Here, A1 is found by the following expression [25]: 
 
  
𝐴! = 𝑅!𝑠𝑖𝑛!!( 𝑑2𝑅){−𝑑2 [𝑅! − (𝑑2)!]!! 
 
[9] 
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Where R is the indenter radius and d is the width of the scratch track. 
 
In their 1996 paper, Attar and Johannesson proposed a different modification to the 
Burnett and Rickerby model, where the stress responsible for the coating failure would be 
expressed as [24]: 
 
  
𝜎 = 𝛎𝛍!𝐿!𝑑𝑡  
 
[10] 
 
Where LN is the normal load on the coating, t is the coating thickness, and d is the scratch 
track width. By using this expression for stress in the Burnett and Rickerby model, the 
modified critical load model proposed by Attar and Johannesson becomes [24]: 
 
  
𝐿! = 𝑑!𝛎𝛍!𝐿! (2𝑡𝐸𝑊)!! 
 
[11] 
 
So, by combining measured friction forces obtained via the friction transducer with depth 
measurements, the known normal load at which the coating began to fail, the width of the 
scratch track at that point, and material properties of the coating (Poisson’s Ratio, 
Young’s Modulus) the stress and critical load values for the coating can be found. 
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2.0 Research Objectives 
 
 
The purpose of this research project was to investigate the use of nano-scale material 
testing techniques to quantitatively evaluate the material properties, quality, and 
consistency of thin ceramic films. The specific test types used in this study were 
nanoindentation, nanoimpact via sample oscillation and pendulum oscillation, and 
nanoscratching. As academic and industrial interest in the use of ceramic thin films 
increases, techniques for the validation of such films on a small scale will prove valuable. 
 
The ability to measure the elastic modulus and hardness of the ceramic coating through 
nanoindentation allowed evaluation of the film properties at various points on the entire 
sample. The two nanoimpact techniques, which compare the depth of the damage to the 
number of applications of a known force value through either method, likewise allow the 
film integrity to be evaluated as well as allowing for a comparison of the film’s reaction 
to the two forms of impact damage. Finally, the use of the nanoscratch test allows for the 
evaluation of the film’s work of adhesion to its substrate. From this an the other data 
gathered during the scratch tests, the critical load of the film across wafers and different 
testing parameters can be compared. 
 
The following hypotheses are addressed in this study: 
 
Hypothesis 1: The silicon nitride thin films will have highly consistent hardness and 
elastic modulus as measured by nanoindentation, both between wafer quadrants and 
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between wafers. The nature of the fabrication process for the nitride thin films should 
prevent significant deviation. 
 
Hypothesis 2: The silicon nitride thin films will be more resistant to fracture from 
pendulum oscillation than from sample oscillation, as measured by the damage rate 
experienced by the coating due to each test type. Although the initial force experienced 
by the sample is identical in both cases, the higher frequency of the sample oscillation 
technique will result in damage to the film structure accumulating at a higher rate. 
 
Hypothesis 3: The critical load of the silicon nitride thin film on its’ substrate will be 
consistent between all test parameters. Changing the testing parameters should not create 
inconsistencies with the film properties. 
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3.0 Materials and Methods 
 
3.1 Materials 
 
The silicon nitride used for testing needed to be in the form of a thin film of the same size 
as would be deposited or grown onto a device’s surface. Three silicon wafers with a 2000 
Å thick coating of silicon nitride were obtained for use as the testing material. The wafers 
had a standard diameter of 100 mm. The wafers were p-type doped silicon, with a 110 
crystallographic orientation. Each wafer had a nominal thickness of 500 μm, including 
the 2000 Å silicon nitride coating.  
 
The large diameter of the wafers made them unsuitable for testing as a complete unit. In 
order to prepare the samples that were used in the tests, each wafer was first scored and 
broken into quadrants, using the 110 crystallography to assist with breaking the wafers 
into straight-edged pieces.  
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Figure 3.1: The crystallographic planes of a <110> orientation silicon wafer. [26] 
 
One quadrant of wafer 3 was used to create test samples, which were used both for 
machine calibration and to determine whether a 2 cm X 2 cm or a 1 cm X 1 cm sample 
was preferable. The ease of use in the machine and the number of samples that could be 
prepared from each wafer quadrant were the primary factors evaluated to make the 
decision regarding sample size. The 1 cm X 1 cm sample size was chosen because more 
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samples could be taken from each quadrant of the wafers, and because the sample would 
be fully supported by the sample mount. With the sample size decided, the quadrants of 
the wafers were used to prepare 8 specimens of approximately 1 cm2 size. Samples could 
not be prepared to uniform dimensions due to the scoring and breaking method 
employed. The deviation from the ideal sample size was considered inconsequential due 
to the very small area required to perform testing. Once the samples from a quadrant had 
been prepared, one corner of the sample was removed to distinguish that corner. The 
samples from each quadrant were then stored together in clean petri dishes. 
  
The prepared samples were then labeled on the side without the silicon nitride coating. 
Labeling was carried out so that the samples could be identified when mounted for 
testing. Labels consisted of three number designating the wafer of origin, quadrant of 
origin, and individual sample number. For example, the fourth sample from the second 
quadrant of the first wafer would be labeled “124”. All 72 samples were labeled using 
this convention. Additional reserve samples prepared from the same wafer stock were 
also labeled using the convention. 
 
Nanoindentation testing required the samples to be held stationary during the testing 
process. The nanoindenter sample stage can be locked into position, with a protruding 
threaded shaft designed to accept a sample stub with a threaded socket in the base. These 
sample stubs are aluminum cylinders with a height of 6 cm and a diameter of 2.5 cm. The 
stubs feature a frontal area that can be used for mounting samples up to 4.9 cm2, which 
was sufficient to completely support the approximately 1 cm2 samples described above. 
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Prior to each test, a sample was selected and the identity of the sample was recorded. A 
small amount of cyanoacrylate glue was used to securely anchor the sample to the sample 
stub. Using nitrile gloves, the samples were firmly pressed flat against the top surface of 
the mounting stubs. The samples were oriented on the stubs with the blunted corner 
created during sample preparation on the bottom left of the mounted sample. After 
orientation, the glue was allowed to completely cure before the sample stub was affixed 
to the sample stage. 
 
3.2 Device and Device Calibrations 
 
Testing was carried out using a NanoTest NTX (Micro Materials Ltd., Wrexham, UK). 
This system is capable of carrying out tests in a variety of ways, including indentation, 
impact with either sample oscillation or pendulum oscillation, and scanning in both open-
air and fluid-immersed environments. These tests can be performed using a low-load 
testing sensor, referred to hereafter as the nanotest module, or a high load-testing sensor, 
referred to hereafter as the microtest module. While both the microtest and nanotest 
modules were available, only the nanotest module was used to collect data. The NTX 
used for testing is kept in a temperature-controlled cabinet, with the cabinet air 
temperature maintained at 22° Celsius during test runs. Additionally, the room containing 
the indenter cabinet featured a long-duration temperature control system, which was used 
during testing to maintain an ambient temperature of 22° Celsius. The indenter cabinet 
contained a vibration-isolating table, which the indenter was completely supported by. 
The vibration isolation table was deemed necessary due to the sensitivity of the 
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equipment and the low force levels that the testing was carried out at. The indenter used 
in the study also featured a remotely operated turreted microscope with magnification 
options ranging from 40 to 400 x. The microscope was primarily used for the alignment 
of the sample relative to the indenter, as well as for the positioning of the indenter prior to 
the beginning of the experiment sequence. 
 
The indenter tip used with the nanoindentation module of the NanoTest NTX described 
above was changed depending on the type of test that was going to be carried out. All 
indenter tips contained a small diamond tip with a specific geometry corresponding to the 
selected test. The interchangeable indenter tips took the form of a steel mounting block 
with the same geometry as the smaller diamond contact tip. The larger steel mounting 
blocks have a long, thin steel rod on the face opposite of the diamond contact tip. This 
steel rod would be inserted into the pendulum of the nanotest module, and then held in 
place with a small brass screw. 
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Figure 3.2: A Berkovich indenter tip in the NanoTest module. The pendulum is to the 
left of the indenter tip. 
 
For nanoindentation tests, the indenter tip used was a Berkovich diamond tip, consisting 
of a three-sided pyramidal section with an axis-to-face angle of 65.27 degrees. For the 
nanoimpact tests, both sample oscillation and pendulum oscillation, a cube corner tip was 
used. This tip is a section of a cube with an axis-to-face angle of 35.26 degrees. For 
nanoscratch tests, the indenter used had a conical geometry. The selection of the conical 
geometry was based on the consideration of uneven wear to the corners and faces of the 
other indenter tip options if used to create a lateral scratch in a material. A conical tip is 
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not completely immune to this effect, but the lack of sharp and defined features means 
that the degradation resulting from the test is considerably more even and less likely to 
produce a significant effect on the volume or integrity of the indenter tip. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: The selection of indenter tips used in this study. From left to right: 
Berkovich, Cube Corner, and Conical. 
 
Prior to carrying out any testing using the indenter, multiple machine calibrations were 
performed to ensure the accuracy of the data being gathered. The frequency with which 
calibrations were carried out varied over the course of data collection. Some calibration 
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procedures were necessary with high frequency, up to once per day. The most pertinent 
calibrations are described here in detail. 
  
The nanoindenter used for these tests featured a bridge box that was used to determine 
how much flexion the pendulum was experiencing. As the pendulum moves, the 
separation of a pair of plates in a parallel plate capacitor changes, resulting in a change in 
the output voltage from a capacitance bridge. This allows the displacement of the 
diamond indenter tip to be measured, because one of the plates in the capacitance bridge 
is connected to and allowed to move with the mounting device for the diamond indenter. 
Calibration of the bridge box was carried prior to data collection to ensure that 
measurements of the indenter tip displacement would be as accurate as possible. 
 
The pendulum determines loads based on a known relationship between the load applied 
to the pendulum and the change in the output voltage. The load calibration uses known 
test masses to verify that the data is correct. Masses with values of 1.090g, 2.032g, and 
2.975g were sequentially suspended from a mounting point on the pendulum, and 16 load 
calibrations would be performed with the known mass to establish the response curve for 
that loading. After the calibrations for one mass were complete, the mass was replaced 
with the next largest one until 48 calibrations had been made. At this point, the load 
calibration is complete. Load calibrations were conducted once every one to two weeks 
that data collection was taking place. 
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The depth calibration is used to relate the position of the sample stage motors to the depth 
of the probe in contact with the sample being tested with the nanoindentation module. To 
perform this calibration, a reference sample of fused silica is brought into contact with 
the probe. The capacitance between the two plates of the pendulum is then compared to 
the position of the sample stage as reported by the motor encoders. The calibration allows 
the amplifier gain of the system to be adjusted as well, effectively increasing the range of 
possible sensitivities and therefore measurable depths that the system can accommodate. 
Since the depth of the indenter needs to be known to calculate the contact area, this is a 
crucial calibration when using the nanoindentation module. 
 
 
The positioning of the sample stage was important throughout the data collection process. 
The location of the focal plane was a useful piece of information so that a minimum of 
focusing work was required after a testing series. The yz lateral position of the sample 
stage must be kept consistent to allow for visual inspection of the test sites with the 
optical microscope after a test series. The sample stage calibration involved measuring 
the distance from contact with the indenter tip to the focal plane. Each test series would 
end with the indenter tip just barely out of contact with the surface, so with the necessary 
retraction distance known to the NanoTest platform, the stage could be automatically 
retracted to the correct distance for optical microscope survey after each test series. The 
yz position calibration used a reference point on the surface of the sample coupled with a 
crosshairs superimposed over the optical microscope image. The crosshairs and the 
reference point were aligned to keep the yz-displacement as low as possible. The sample 
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stage calibration was also conducted infrequently, with about 1 or 2 calibrations per week 
of data collection. 
 
The frame compliance calibration was completed exactly once during data collection. 
This was required after a full servicing of the NanoTest system, to establish whether the 
value had been changed because of modifications to the machine, such as changing or 
replacing components. The frame compliance value essentially exists as a correction 
factor to account for the particular characteristics of the individual NanoTest system. 
 
The diamond area function relates to the area of the indenter in contact with the sample 
during testing. This value would be changed each time the indenter was changed, but the 
calibration was only performed one time. When the older Berkovich diamond tip used for 
the nanoindentation testing was removed and replaced with a newer, sharper Berkovich 
tip, the diamond area function for the Berkovich tip was found and that newer DAF value 
was subsequently used when indentation testing was carried out. 
 
3.3 Test types 
   
The first test series carried out for this study was nanoindentation. Nanoindentation 
testing was performed with a Berkovich diamond tip indenter in the nanotest module. 
Using the optical turret microscope at 400X power, the bottom-left corner of the sample 
being used for the test would be found. Using this location as the origin, the sample stage 
would be moved until a suitable starting location was found. The necessary length of the 
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planned indentation series would be noted, and this distance and direction away from the 
designated start point would be checked with the optical microscope. Once it was 
determined that the indentation path was clear of surface defects that could potentially 
have different material properties than the rest of the silicon nitride film, the indentation 
sequence could begin. The indenter tip would remain stationary as the sample surface 
was brought into contact with it, and the specified load applied. The load on the indenter 
tip as well as its displacement was measured and recorded during this process in order to 
generate the depth and load curve for the test. A typical nanoindentation test result 
appears below: 
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Figure 3.4:  A typical nanoindentation test result, displaying a depth and load curve. 
 
Occasionally, environmental factors would cause a data point to be recorded incorrectly. 
These points were excluded, and replacement tests were conducted to gather valid data. 
An example of a failed nanoindentation point is shown below: 
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Figure 3.5: A failed nanoindentation. Note the random and meaningless depth 
measurements. 
 
The second test series carried out for this study was pendulum oscillation impact testing. 
Pendulum oscillation impact testing uses a cube corner indenter tip. Unlike the 
nanoindentation testing, the indenter tip does not remain stationary in this test. Instead, a 
solenoid mounted to the vibration isolation table was brought forward on a micrometer 
screw.  When power was supplied to the solenoid, the solenoid would interact with a 
ferrous piece on the bottom of the pendulum. When the power to the solenoid was on, the 
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pendulum would be drawn back a preset distance. When the power to the solenoid was 
shut off, the pendulum would swing forward, causing the diamond indenter tip to impact 
the sample surface. In this way, he behavior of the sample under an external impact could 
be tested. An example of a nanoimpact data point is given below: 
 
 
Figure 3.6: A typical nanoimpact result, with the measured depth increasing on each 
impulse. 
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Environmental factors could also cause nanoimpact data points to return bad results. 
These points were excluded from data analysis. An example of a failed nanoimpact point 
is given below: 
 
 
Figure 3.7: A failed nanoimpact result. 
 
The third test series carried out for this study was sample oscillation impact testing. 
Sample oscillation impact testing uses the same cube corner indenter tip as used in 
pendulum oscillation impact testing. Unlike in the pendulum oscillation impact testing, 
the pendulum and the attached indenter tip are stationary. Instead of motion coming from 
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the pendulum, the sample is mounted on a piezoelectric stack that is attached to the 
sample stage in the same way that a normal, inert sample mount would be. The 
piezoelectric stack oscillates when a periodic signal (square wave) is applied to it. 
Modifying the voltage and frequency of the signal allows the rate of oscillation to be 
controlled. By bringing the sample mounted on the stack close to the stationary indenter, 
the sample can be repeatedly impacted into the indenter tip, allowing data on the behavior 
of the sample under these conditions to be tested.  
 
The final testing type carried out on the silicon nitride samples was nanoscratch testing. 
The previous three testing types involved different methods of producing damage on the 
surface of the material using forces applied perpendicularly to the silicon nitride coating. 
The nanoscratch test, conversely, begins with a perpendicular force application to push 
the indenter tip through the coating surface, followed by dragging the indenter across the 
sample surface. A device called a friction bridge is installed between the pendulum and 
the conical indenter tip. This device uses changes in resistance through two thin wires 
during the testing phase to measure the degree of deflection, and therefore implicitly the 
friction, experienced by the indenter tip during the test. The test type used in this study 
was the Multipass Wear Test, which consisted of a non-damaging topographical scan, 
followed by a scratch, and concluding with another non-damaging topographical scan.  
An example of a nanoscratch test result appears below: 
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Figure 3.8: A typical nanoscratch result. The upper line is the load, while the lower line 
is the topographical trace. 
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4.0 Results 
 
Over the course of the study, 4 different types of test were performed on samples from 3 
separate wafers with a silicon nitride coating. In this section, the results for each test type 
will be analyzed and presented by test type.  
 
4.1 Microscope Evaluation 
 
The Nanotest NTX system is equipped with an optical microscope turret that is critical to 
the operation of the device. Prior to any test being carried out, the microscope was used 
to check the surface of the test sample for any obvious flaws or atypical areas that could 
influence the test results. The presence of any abnormalities would result in the test start 
point being moved to a location where the test could be carried out without the possibility 
of interaction with any visually apparent flaws. The microscope turret also allowed for 
visual evaluation of test sites to a limited degree. Indents and impact sites were typically 
visible and could be imaged with good results. Unfortunately, even under very high 
magnification levels the results of nanoscratch tests were difficult to image. Although the 
presence of the scratch could be seen when operating the nanotest, saving the image of 
the microscope feed made the scratch nearly impossible to see. 
 
In an effort to obtain a clearer image of the nanoscratch results, a sample that had a 
scratch performed on it was prepped for scanning electron microscopy. The sample was 
sputtered with 50 nm of aluminum in argon plasma. Although the precise location of the 
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scratch test from a marked corner of the sample was known, the scanning electron 
microscope was still unable to produce a clear image of the nanoscratch.  
 
 
Figure 4.1: An example of the appearance of surface flaws under high magnification. 
These were avoided when setting up tests in order to control extraneous variation. 
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Figure 4.2: An example of a nanoindentation test. The row of indents runs diagonally 
from the upper left to the lower right and appears as green triangles against the purple 
nitride background. 
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Figure 4.3: Impulse tests carried out for calibration in the same format as the data tests. 
The impulse sites appear as irregular green dots in diagonal rows from the upper left to 
the lower right. 
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Figure 4.4: An example of a nanoscratch image. There are three vertical scratches in 
this image, parallel to each other and near the center of the field. They appear as red-
orange discolorations, just above each of the black label lines. 
 
4.2 Silicon Nitride Nanoindentation Results 
 
During the study, six samples from each of the three wafers underwent nanoindentation 
tests. These tests consisted of a series of 10 indents with identical indentation parameters. 
The parameters used in the indentation testing appear in Table 4.1 below: 
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Table 4.1: Parameters used for nanoindentation testing. 
 
 
Available Load 
 
500 mN 
 
Applied Load 
 
50 mN 
 
Initial Load 
 
0.1 mN 
 
Loading Rate 
 
0.5 mN/s 
 
Unloading Rate 
 
0.5 mN/s 
 
Dwell Period at maximum 
load 
 
60 s 
 
Indentation Z offset 
 
20 μm 
 
Indentation Y offset 
 
 
20 μm 
 
 
 
4.2.1 Nanoindentation Data Analysis Rationale 
 
The Nanotest analysis platform allows user control over the parameters used in the 
pyramidal analysis process, which converts the experiment data into useable results data. 
For the nanoindentation tests performed in this study, all pyramidal analysis was 
conducted using the parameters listed in the table below: 
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Table 4.2: Pyramidal analysis parameters for analysis of nanoindentation data. 
Analysis Method 
 
Power Law Fit 
 
Start curve fitting at: 
 
100% of maximum 
load 
 
Stop curve fitting at: 
 
20% of maximum load 
 
Epsilon constant 
 
0.75 
 
Frame compliance 
 
0.360933 
 
Thermal Drift 
correction 
Use post-indentation 
data 
 
 
Moreover, the data gathered is dependent on the dimensions of the indenter tip used for 
data collection. The choice of using an ideal or general analysis function for the data 
analysis is also given to the user. The parameters used with the analysis function appear 
in the table below: 
 
Table 4.3: Analysis function parameters for analysis of nanoindentation data. 
Function General function 
 
Beta factor 
 
 
Berkovich; 
1.03400 
 
General 
function Fitted APd+BPD
2 
 
 
As previously discussed, the nanoindentation analysis makes use of the equations derived 
by Oliver and Pharr that govern the behavior of a material compressed under indentation. 
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The indentations in this study were carried out using a constant load during the 
indentation period, followed by a dwell period at the maximum planned indentation 
depth. The same constant load was applied during this dwell period, resulting in creep 
during this phase.  The creep resulted in elastic deformation, causing an increase in the 
apparent indentation depth. Following the dwell period, the sample was unloaded. It is 
the curve recorded during the unloading process that is used to calculate the reduced 
elastic modulus, as the recovery of the sample is measured. This reduced modulus can 
then be used to find the actual sample elastic modulus, via the equation demonstrated by 
Oliver and Pharr. The area of the indenter tip is known: in confluence with the known 
load applied to the sample, the sample hardness can be simultaneously measured. 
Together, these allow for useful characterization of the sample surface through 
nanoindentation. 
 
4.2.2 Nanoindentation Elastic Modulus Results 
 
For each indent carried out, the reduced elastic modulus value reported by the Nanotest 
was recorded. The 10 data points generated in this way for each test series were then 
averaged to create a single datum for the test series. The data from the 18 nanoindentation 
test series were the source for the following analysis. Using the equation provided by 
Oliver and Pharr, the reduced modulus values were converted an elastic modulus value.  
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4.2.3 Nanoindentation Elastic Modulus Statistical Analysis 
 
The nanoindentation elastic modulus results were evaluated for normality using a 
Shapiro-Wilk test (JMP Pro V. 12.1, Cary, NC). The use of the Shapiro-Wilk test to 
verify data set normality was a recommended precursor to ANOVA testing of the results 
(C. Arnold, personal communication, December 3rd, 2016). The results of that test are 
presented below: 
 
Table 4.4: Results of the Shapiro-Wilk Test for nanoindentation elastic modulus. 
Mean 117.49 GPa 
Standard Deviation 2.02 GPa 
Upper 95% Mean 118.50 GPa 
Lower 95% Mean 116.48 GPa 
Shapiro-Wilk W Test 0.978492 
 
A W test value of over 0.9 was taken to indicate normality in the data set. With the data 
set verified as normal, the results could be evaluated further. 
 
To evaluate the consistency of the elastic modulus of the silicon nitride thin films, an 
ANOVA (JMP Pro V. 12.1, Cary, NC) with elastic modulus as the continuous variable 
and wafer and quadrant as the covariates was run with a first-order interaction. Table 4.6 
below displays the results of that ANOVA, where a p-value of less than 0.05 was taken to 
indicate a significant effect. 
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Table 4.5: Results of the ANOVA for nanoindentation elastic modulus. 
Effect P 
Wafer 0.2009 
Quadrant 0.6980 
Wafer*Quadrant 0.1921 
 
The lack of significance for either of the main effects, as well as the lack of significance 
for the first-order interaction, demonstrates that there were no significant differences in 
the measured elastic modulus between either the quadrants of the wafers or between the 
wafers.  
 
4.2.4 Nanoindentation Hardness Results 
 
For each indent carried out, the hardness value reported by the Nanotest was recorded. 
The 10 data points generated in this way for each test series were then averaged to create 
a single datum for the test series. The data from the 18 nanoindentation test series were 
the source for the following analysis.  
 
4.2.5 Nanoindentation Hardness Statistical Analysis 
 
The nanoindentation hardness results were evaluated for normality using a Shapiro-Wilk 
test (JMP Pro V. 12.1, Cary, NC). The results of that test are presented below: 
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Table 4.6: Results of the Shapiro-Wilk Test for nanoindentation hardness. 
Mean 10.47 GPa 
Standard Deviation 0.44 GPa 
Upper 95% Mean 10.69 GPa 
Lower 95% Mean 10.26 GPa 
Shapiro-Wilk W Test 0.953450 
 
A W test value of over 0.9 was taken to indicate normality in the data set. With the data 
set verified as normal, the results could be evaluated further. 
 
To evaluate the consistency of the hardness of the silicon nitride thin films, an ANOVA 
(JMP Pro V. 12.1, Cary, NC) with elastic modulus as the continuous variable and wafer 
and quadrant as the covariates was run with a first-order interaction. Table 4.8 below 
displays the results of that ANOVA, where a p-value of less than 0.05 was taken to 
indicate a significant effect. 
 
Table 4.7: Results of the ANOVA for nanoindentation hardness. 
Effect P 
Wafer 0.9184 
Quadrant 0.2982 
Wafer*Quadrant 0.7841 
 
The lack of significance for either main effect, along with the lack of significance for the 
first-order interaction, indicates that there was no significant difference in the hardness of 
the silicon nitride coating either between the quadrants or between the wafers. 
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4.3 Silicon Nitride Nanoimpact Results 
 
During this study, 24 samples underwent nanoimpact testing. 12 samples were designated 
for sample oscillation testing. The parameters used in the sample oscillation testing are 
listed below. 
 
Table 4.8: Sample oscillation test parameters 
 
Signal Generator Frequency 20 Hz 
Signal Generator Amplitude 15 V 
Limit Stop Load 0.1 mN 
Impact Load 5 mN 
Experiment Time 300 s 
 
 The other 12 samples were used for pendulum oscillation testing. The parameters used in 
these tests are listed below: 
Table 4.9: Pendulum oscillation test parameters 
 
Impulse Control On 5 s 
Impulse Control Off 5 s 
Limit Stop Load 0.1 mN 
Impact Load 5 mN 
Experiment Time 600 s 
 
4.3.1 Nanoimpact Data Analysis Rationale 
 
The results from the nanoimpact tests are primarily concerned with the change in depth of 
the probe over the course of the testing. The change in depth, the time of the test, and the 
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frequency of the impacts were used to generate a rate of change in depth per cycle. This 
rate was evaluated with the test type and the wafer and quadrant of the sample used for 
the test to search for meaningful differences. 
 
4.3.2 Nanoimpact Statistical Analysis 
The nanoimpact results were evaluated for normality by test type using a Shapiro-Wilk 
test (JMP Pro V. 12.1, Cary, NC). The results of that test for the sample oscillation results 
are presented below: 
 
Table 4.10: Results of the Shapiro-Wilk Test for nanoimpact sample oscillation results. 
Mean 0.1539 nm/cycle 
Standard Deviation 0.08113 nm/cycle 
Upper 95% Mean 0.20840 nm/cycle 
Lower 95% Mean 0.09939 nm/cycle 
Shapiro-Wilk W Test 0.836609 
 
A W test value of over 0.9 was taken to indicate normality in the data set. Because this 
data set was non-normal, the data set would need to be transformed in order to allow an 
ANOVA to be performed. To test for a lognormal distribution of the results, a 
Kolmogorov’s D Test was performed on the data set (JMP Pro V. 12.1, Cary, NC). The 
results of that test for the sample oscillation results are presented below: 
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Table 4.11: Results of the Kolmogorov’s D Test for nanoimpact sample oscillation 
results. 
Mean 0.1539 nm/cycle 
Standard Deviation 0.08113 nm/cycle 
Upper 95% Mean 0.20840 nm/cycle 
Lower 95% Mean 0.09939 nm/cycle 
Kolmogorov’s D Test 0.216071 
 
In the Kolmogorov’s D Test, a D test value of over 0.15 was taken to indicate a 
lognormal distribution in the data set. The sample oscillation results followed a 
lognormal distribution, but in order to transform the data set the pendulum oscillation 
results needed to be checked as well. 
 
Table 4.12: Results of the Kolmogorov’s D Test for nanoimpact pendulum oscillation 
results. 
 
Mean 3.8653 nm/cycle 
Standard Deviation 2.2212 nm/cycle 
Upper 95% Mean 5.2766 nm/cycle 
Lower 95% Mean 2.4540 nm/cycle 
Kolmogorov’s D Test 0.193704 
 
With the D test value for the pendulum oscillation results also above 0.15, the data sets 
for both test types were confirmed to follow a lognormal distribution. To transform the 
data set, the natural logarithm of all of the depth change per cycle values was taken. In 
order to evaluate the normality of this data, another Shapiro-Wilk W test was performed 
on the transformed results of both test types. 
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Table 4.13: Results of the Shapiro-Wilk W test for the transformed sample oscillation 
data 
Mean -1.9854 nm/cycle 
Standard Deviation 0.4954 nm/cycle 
Upper 95% Mean -1.6525 nm/cycle 
Lower 95% Mean -2.3182 nm/cycle 
Shapiro-Wilk W Test 0.941772 
 
Table 4.14: Results of the Shapiro-Wilk W test for the transformed pendulum oscillation 
data 
Mean 1.1698 nm/cycle 
Standard Deviation 0.6657 nm/cycle 
Upper 95% Mean 1.5928 nm/cycle 
Lower 95% Mean 0.7468 nm/cycle 
Shapiro-Wilk W Test 0.934093 
 
A Shapiro-Wilk W test value of 0.90 or greater was taken to indicate normality in the 
data set. With both transformed data sets verified as normal, the ANOVA could be 
performed. 
 
To evaluate the resilience of the silicon nitride thin films to sample oscillation 
nanoimpact and pendulum oscillation nanoimpact, an ANOVA (JMP Pro V. 12.1, Cary, 
NC) with the natural logarithm of the change in depth per cycle as the continuous 
variable, and test type, wafer, and quadrant as the covariates, was run with a first-order 
interaction between wafer and quadrant. Table 4.15 below displays the results of that 
ANOVA, where a p-value of less than 0.05 was taken to indicate a significant effect. 
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Table 4.15: Results of ANOVA for nanoimpact testing 
 
Effect P 
Wafer 0.5935 
Quadrant  
Test Type 
0.6931 
<0.0001 
Wafer*Quadrant  0.8708 
 
Significant differences for the rate of change of depth were found only for test type. The 
change in depth per cycle was significantly greater for the pendulum oscillation tests than 
for the sample oscillation tests. Figure 4.5 below displays the relative values for the rate 
of change of depth. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Test type effect on the rate of change of depth for silicon nitride thin films. 
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4.4 Silicon Nitride Nanoscratch Results 
 
During this study, 6 samples from each of the three wafers underwent scratch testing. The 
scratch testing consisted of performing a single Multi-Pass Wear test per sample with 
varying parameters. The parameters used in the scratch tests are shown in Table 4.16 
below: 
 
Table 4.16: Parameters used in nanoscratch testing. 
Load (mN) Length (μm) Number of Included Tests 
200 100 3 
150 149 4 
200 174 4 
200 200 5 
 
The scratch lengths were specified to the NanoTest platform as 100 μm, 150 μm, 175 μm, 
and 200 μm. In practice, the scratch tests were carried out at the lengths listed in the 
above table instead. The reason for the discrepancy between the stipulated length and the 
actual length is unknown, but since the difference was consistent across tests the data was 
reported as it was collected. 
 
4.4.1 Nanoscratch Data Analysis Rationale 
 
The Nanotest platform reports the results of scratch testing primarily as a graph, relating 
the distance traveled by the probe through the pre-set scratch path with the depth 
recorded by the probe during the scratch. The maximum friction recorded by the friction 
transducer is presented within the same window. The scratch test data as reported is not 
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subject to any further analysis within the NanoTest platform. Using the data reported by 
the NanoTest, the critical load of the coating can be found using the equations presented 
in Section 1.5. 
 
4.4.2 Nanoscratch Critical Load Statistical Analysis 
 
The nanoscratch critical load results were evaluated for normality using a Shapiro-Wilk 
test (JMP Pro V. 12.1, Cary, NC). The results of that test are presented below: 
 
Table 4.17: Results of the Shapiro-Wilk Test for nanoscratch critical load. 
Mean 289.38 mN 
Standard Deviation 89.00 mN 
Upper 95% Mean 336.25 mN 
Lower 95% Mean 241.96 mN 
Shapiro-Wilk W Test 0.923399 
 
A W test value of over 0.9 was taken to indicate normality in the data set. With the data 
set verified as normal, the results could be evaluated further. 
 
To evaluate the consistency of the resilience of the silicon nitride thin films to scratching, 
an ANOVA (JMP Pro V. 12.1, Cary, NC) with critical load as the continuous variable 
and scratch load, scratch length, wafer, and quadrant as the covariates was run with first-
order interactions. Table 4.18 below displays the results of that ANOVA, where a p-value 
of less than 0.05 was taken to indicate a significant effect. 
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Table 4.18: Results of a combined ANOVA for critical load. 
 
Effect P 
Wafer 
Quadrant (Test) 
0.0099 
<0.0001 
Wafer*Quadrant (Test)  0.0191 
 
Significant differences were found between the wafers, the quadrants (which were also 
the test types), and the interaction of the wafers and the test types. The results for the test 
types will be discussed first, in Figure 4.6 below: 
 
 
Figure 4.6: The effect of the Quadrant (Test) on the critical load.  
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The results indicate that the measured critical load is roughly directly proportional to the 
test parameters, i.e. the load and the length of the scratch. These inform the work done 
during the scratch. This effect was shown as highly significant in the final results. 
 
The wafer used for the test was also shown as a significant effect on the critical load. A 
graphical comparison of the wafer effects is shown as Figure 4.7: 
 
 
Figure 4.7: The effect of the wafer on the critical load. 
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5.0 Discussion 
 
The nanoindentation testing of the silicon nitride thin films shows the consistency of the 
hardness and elastic modulus of those films. Across hundreds of individual indentations 
made, no significant difference in the values of those properties was demonstrated 
between quadrants on the same wafer, between different wafers, or even between specific 
quadrants on the different wafers. From this, it can be concluded that the fabrication 
techniques used to produce the films creates a highly consistent result. 
 
A reliable method to evaluate the hardness and elastic modulus of a thin coating over a 
substrate is of substantial and continuing interest. Recent research in the field of thin-film 
ceramic coatings has favored coatings that feature hard yet tough coatings [27-30]. 
Silicon nitride is a strong candidate for these roles in biomedical engineering due to its 
favorable biocompatibility properties [12, 16]. The same nanoindentation techniques used 
in this study can be applied to efficiently characterize coatings produced for these 
applications. 
 
The nanoimpact testing conducted in this study demonstrated that the results in the rate of 
damage to the silicon nitride coating were dependent on the test type selected. The 
damage to the surface per cycle was significantly higher for the pendulum oscillation 
technique than for the sample oscillation technique. The two methods were both used 
with 5mN of force applied to the surface. Although the frequency of impact and the total 
time of the test were different between the methods, recording the results as the change in 
depth per impact cycle removed the influence of those differences on the data set. 
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Nanoimpact testing is less popular than the similar but better-established nanoindentation 
technique, it has been used as a characterization method for deposited thin films [31]. The 
characterization of thin films via nanoimpact offers an opportunity to examine the effect 
of the coating-substrate interaction [32-34], which will be of substantial interest in any 
industrial application of ceramic thin films. This study indicated that the method chosen 
for the nanoimpact testing could have an effect on the results, even when there were no 
meaningful differences between the samples used.  
 
The nanoscratch testing conducted in this study demonstrated that the critical load of the 
coating was influenced both by the type of test conducted on the sample as well as by the 
wafer of origin of the sample. This data set was limited in scope, primarily due to 
difficulties with the nanoscratch apparatus. As a result, any conclusions drawn from this 
study must be weighed against the small sample size being used. It has previously been 
demonstrated that the measured critical load from a nanoscratch test can be affected by 
the test parameters [35]. This corresponds to the findings of this study and suggests that 
use of the nanoscratch test to characterize a coating should be restricted to a uniform set 
of testing parameters in order to minimize variation. On the other hand, the limited 
sample size may be exaggerating the significance of effects in the final model. These 
results bear further investigation, but they should not be considered authoritative in the 
format that they are presented in this study. 
 
Results obtained by this study could have been adversely affected by environmental 
factors acting on the testing apparatus. Micro- and nanoscale testing operations are by 
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nature very delicate procedures, and variations in temperature and vibration could have 
affected data gathered by this study. As discussed in Section 3, the NanoTest apparatus 
used for data collection was stored on a vibration-isolating table within a temperature-
controlled cabinet; this cabinet was itself stored within a temperature-controlled room. 
These were judged sufficient controls to mitigate the chance of environmental distortion 
of the data, or at least distribute any distortion sources equally. Despite these efforts, 
some tests returned unusable results. No precise cause for the distortion of the data can be 
assigned, so any failed data sets were excluded from analysis in the final report. 
 
The outcomes of the study allow each hypothesis proposed in Section 2 to be evaluated. 
 
Hypothesis 1: The silicon nitride thin films will have highly consistent hardness and 
elastic modulus as measured by nanoindentation, both between wafer quadrants and 
between wafers. The nature of the fabrication process for the nitride thin films should 
prevent significant deviation. The collected data support this hypothesis. There was not a 
statistically significant effect observed on either the hardness or the elastic modulus when 
taking into account the wafer and the quadrant used for testing, as well as the first-order 
interaction between the groups. 
 
Hypothesis 2: The silicon nitride thin films will be more resistant to fracture from 
pendulum oscillation than from sample oscillation, as measured by the damage rate 
experienced by the coating due to each test type. Although the initial force experienced 
by the sample is identical in both cases, the higher frequency of the sample oscillation 
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technique will result in damage to the film structure accumulating at a higher rate. The 
collected data do not support this hypothesis. The rate of damage under the pendulum 
oscillation test type was significantly higher than that observed for the sample oscillation 
test type. Since the hardness and elastic modulus of the samples were established to not 
vary significantly during the testing of Hypothesis 1, and the load applied via the 
indentation techniques was identical, the frequency and total number of impacts cannot 
have an effect on the damage rate. The mechanism by which the greater rate of damage 
from pendulum oscillation is occurring will require further study. 
 
Hypothesis 3: The critical load of the silicon nitride thin film on its’ substrate will be 
consistent between all test parameters. Changing the testing parameters should not 
create inconsistencies with the film properties. The results do not support this hypothesis. 
The wafer of origin of the sample appeared to be a significant effect, as did the 
interaction between the wafer of origin and the test type employed. The small sample size 
involved in the model means that these conclusions cannot be considered authoritative. 
Further study would be required to establish how accurate the significance of all three 
effects is to the critical load of the coating. 
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6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
The hardness and elastic modulus of silicon nitride thin films deposited onto wafers 
appears to be highly consistent across samples. Moreover, the technique of 
nanoindentation appears well suited to evaluate these properties in an efficient way. 
While this study evaluated only one particular film configuration, the test procedure was 
validated. 
 
The damage to a thin film from pendulum oscillation nanoimpacts appears to be 
significantly greater than those from sample oscillation nanoimpacts. The effect of the 
impact frequency on coating degradation is something that should be investigated in a 
future study, perhaps concurrently with nanoindentation studies of thin films on 
substrates. By using the same loading condition on a single coating with only one of the 
nanoimpact tests, any correlation between the frequency of impact and the damage rate 
could be characterized successfully. Understanding the limitations of silicon nitride or 
other thin films in real-world applications would benefit from this effect being explored 
further.  
 
The sample oscillation nanoindentation technique has one significant disadvantage. The 
technique requires a piezoelectric sample stage, a unique item that can be damaged with 
the application of torque. The pendulum oscillation technique is more robust and requires 
less care and fewer additional system components to perform. 
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A disadvantage of the nanoimpact testing technique as a whole is the creation of a debris 
field in the immediate vicinity of the impacts. While there is no evidence to suggest that 
this has an effect on the results of the testing, the debris field can contaminate a relatively 
wide area of a sample surface. On samples that do not have a large area for testing to 
begin with, this could be a significant handicap. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1: An example of a nanoimpact test site with a significant debris field. Note that 
the shape of the cube corner indenter is distorted. 
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The nanoscratch results indicate that the test parameters in conjunction with the wafer of 
origin effect the critical load of the silicon nitride coating. This conclusion should be 
reevaluated with a larger sample size before being understood as definitive. In future 
work, understanding the delamination conditions for a coating that is designed to resist 
wear and protect an underlying substrate is critically important. The nanoscratch 
technique is vulnerable to the fragility of the system and the low efficiency of data 
collection compared to the nanoindentation and nanoimpact techniques, but remains 
valuable for the unique results that it can provide with a proper sample cohort. 
 
Meaningful future work can be carried out to expand upon the techniques evaluated here. 
Any biomedical or orthopedic application of a silicon nitride thin film, or any other wear-
resistant film, would most likely use an existing biomedical material as its substrate 
rather than single-crystal silicon. Examples of useful substrates could include stainless 
steel, or preferably titanium alloys or chromium-molybdenum steel. 
 
Future work with the NanoTest device would benefit from scheduling tests to occur 
exclusively at night. Most of the failed data points collected during this study were 
collected during daytime, when the lab had unrestricted activity. Tests conducted at night, 
when the lab was empty, generally had fewer failed points. This is likely the result of a 
more consistent environment, without random vibrations an fluctuations in temperature 
that are present in a busy lab. 
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APPENDIX: DATA STATISTICS 
 
 
Nanoindentation Elastic Modulus Data: Distribution of Results 
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Nanoindentation Elastic Modulus Data: Full ANOVA Results 
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Nanoindentation Hardness Data: Distribution of Results 
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Nanoindentation Hardness Data: Full ANOVA Results 
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Nanoimpact Sample Oscillation Data: Distribution of Results 
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Nanoimpact Transformed Sample Oscillation Data: Distribution of Results 
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Nanoimpact Pendulum Oscillation Data: Distribution of Results 
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Nanoimpact Transformed Pendulum Oscillation Data: Distribution of Results 
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Nanoimpact Data: Full ANOVA Results 
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Nanoscratch Data: Distribution of Results 
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Nanoscratch Data: Full ANOVA Results 
 
 
 
 
 
